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Abstract: Many defense, homeland security, and commercial security objectives require continuous tracking of 
mobile entities such as aircraft. The systems that perform these functions produce information products called 
tracks. A track associates observations with the mobile entity and typically includes position, velocity, and other 
similar attributes. Military systems have sophisticated tracking and track fusion processes, but lack uniformity in 
syntactic and semantic content, preventing effective sharing of the information.  In other domains of interest, 
such as seagoing surface ships, dangerous cargo and persons of interest, tracking systems are less mature and 
have marginal performance.  It is now essential that we be able to share information across different tracking 
systems working in related domains.  
 
To combine information from different sources, we need a flexible framework that can tolerate and exploit data 
products from those systems, even though these systems employ different representations and embody different 
assumptions. The most basic assumptions concern what the information is intended to mean (semantics) and how 
it is intended to be used by a recipient (pragmatics).  In accordance with best practices in the technology areas of 
the semantic web and knowledge representation, we seek to reduce the barriers to efficient sharing of 
information.  
 
Our approach is to identify a rich semantic model of tracks that can support multiple important functions: (1) 
represent a wide variety of meanings and support a broad array of pragmatic goals; (2) reduce the time and cost 
required to implement capabilities to reason about a new, specialized type of track; (3) simplify the 
understanding and importation of external sources of track information; (4) help operators describe what 
attributes of tracks they value in performing their tasks;  (5) significantly improve our ability to combine 
multiple sources of track information; (6) provide a stable and evolvable base for key standards and best 
practices that support information sharing; and (7) improve bandwidth utilization, raising the proportion of 
communicated information that recipients consider significant, by delivering valued information at the right time 
(VIRT).  This paper describes the proposed rich semantic track model and ongoing efforts to share it widely with 
appropriate communities of interest.  
 





Many defense, homeland security, and commercial 
security objectives require continuous tracking of 
mobile entities. The systems that perform these 
functions produce information products called 
tracks. A track associates observations with the 
mobile entity and typically includes position, 
velocity, and other similar attributes. Military 
systems have sophisticated tracking and track fusion 
processes, especially for aircraft, but lack uniformity 
in syntactic and semantic content preventing 
effective sharing of the information.  In other 
domains of interest, such as seagoing surface ships, 
dangerous cargo and persons of interest, tracking 
systems are less mature and have marginal 
performance.  It is now essential that we be able to 
share information across different tracking systems 
working in related domains.  
 
There are myriad existing representations of tracks 
in military and non-military command and control 
systems and modeling and simulation systems. Prior 
work is dominated by definition of syntax and 
semantics for specific applications, with minimal 
consideration for how information can be shared 
beyond definition of standardized message formats.  
Several emerging systems are currently defining 
track models; for example, the Maritime Information 
Exchange Model (MIEM) in the Comprehensive 
Maritime Awareness Joint Capabilities Technology 
Demonstration, the Joint Track Management (JTM) 
data model under development by the JTM 
Enterprise Architecture Working Group, and the 
Strike Warfare track model, to name a few. Driven 
by current Department of Defense data sharing and 
information sharing strategies [DoD, 2004; DoD, 
2007], these systems are far more concerned with 
how their representations can be shared across 
multiple systems.  
 
To combine information from different sources, we 
need a flexible framework that can tolerate and 
exploit data products from those systems, even 
though these systems employ different 
representations and embody different assumptions. 
The most basic assumptions concern what the 
information is intended to mean (semantics) and how 
it is intended to be used by a recipient (pragmatics).   
In accordance with best practices in the technology 
areas of the Semantic Web1 and knowledge 
representation2, we seek to reduce the barriers to 
efficient sharing of information. Our approach is to 
identify a rich semantic model of tracks that can 
support multiple important functions and be shared 
widely with appropriate communities of interest. By 
focusing on one important example of rich semantic 
models, we hope to provide significant near-term 
value and also pave the way for wider recognition 
and adoption of this essential foundation for 
information sharing. 
 
In this paper, we describe the Rich Semantic Track 
model as a foundation for sharing world state 
information across multiple systems.3 The model 
exhibits a belief and evidentiary structure that has 
not been emphasized in previous track models for 
broad application. The approach is having a 
significant impact on design of emerging models, 
particularly the Maritime Information Exchange 
Model. The purpose of this paper is to introduce the 
track representation problem and the strategic 
approach rather than to provide a long, technically 
detailed treatment. At present, without well-defined 
tools and methods for this work an exhaustive 
technical treatment is premature and will be the 
focus of future work.  
 
We begin with a discussion of information-sharing 
requirements and ontology-driven interoperability to 
establish an operational context for this work.  This 
is followed by a description of the pragmatics and 
                                                 
1 The Semantic Web is a vision of the future World Wide Web 
where “information is given well-defined meaning, better 
enabling computers and people to work in cooperation.” [Berners-
Lee et al., 2001] 
2 [Davis et al., 1993] describe a knowledge representation is a 
surrogate used to enable an entity to reason about the world, a set 
of ontological commitments regarding terms used in thinking 
about the world, a fragmentary theory of intelligent reasoning, a 
medium for pragmatically efficient computation and a medium of 
human expression. Knowledge engineering is the formal 
methodology for creating a knowledge representation. 
3 The Rich Semantic Model of Track first appeared in [Hayes-
Roth, 2005]. Content from that unpublished work is used liberally 
in this paper. 
semantics of the abstract track model. We then 
describe several formalisms of the track model that 
can be used in practical applications to support 
numerous domains of interest. This will show how 
domain-specific data models relate to the abstract 
track model to achieve the key objectives. We end 
with a summary and conclusions identifying avenues 
of research related to this work. 
 
CHALLENGES TO INTEROPERABILITY 
 
Much of the evolution of information systems has 
focused on improving the ability of applications to 
share data. In recent years, the emphasis has shifted 
to enterprise-wide sharing of information among 
systems. Most recently, with the emergence of 
concepts such as network-centric operations, 
aspirations have increased [Alberts et al., 2002]. 
Now we want to be able to share information and 
services seamlessly across global networks of 
computer-based resources [DoD, 2004]. The Internet 
has suggested that we should be able to draw at will 
from a pool of available sources and easily combine 
and process information as needed. The reality of 
systems integration falls far short of these 
aspirations, however. To make systems interoperate 
today usually requires us both to limit objectives 
significantly and undertake extensive custom 
engineering effort. The “friction” impeding seamless 
interoperability arises from differences among the 
participating systems, including the types identified 
in Table 1.  
 
As Table 1 shows, two systems can differ in many 
ways. Most differences arise because system 
developers make assumptions appropriate to the 
original context for operating their particular system. 
Usually these assumptions are implicit, and often 
they aren’t even documented. Many correspond to 
developers’ “common sense” or conventions of 
contemporary engineering practice. In the U.S., 
many systems use dollars for currency and British 
units of measurement. Often these units are not 
explicitly expressed. In the European Union, 
countries used to employ national currencies in 
addition to the metric system. Today, most European 
countries are adopting the Euro for currency. 
Occasionally, such system incompatibilities produce 
disasters, such as a mission to Mars that fails 
because of measurement system incompatibilities.4 
More often, the costs of incompatibilities are buried 
in the behind-schedule, over-budget integration 
projects that occur time after time. An entire industry 
has arisen in the commercial arena to address such 
                                                 
4 On September 23, 1999, the Mars Climate Orbiter crashed into 
the planet instead of reaching a safe orbit. According to the 
investigation board report, failure to convert English measures to 
metric values in thruster performance data was the root cause of 
the loss of the spacecraft. [MCO, 1999] 
Enterprise Application Integration engineering jobs, 
and this is a costly, labor-intensive business. 
 
In national defense and homeland security, the 
challenges are every bit as great and the industrial 
practices are no better. “Best-of-breed” systems are 
those that do specialized functions better than all 
alternative products. While we would like to 
combine these easily into overall, unsurpassed 
“systems of systems,” this proves very costly. These 
best-of-breed specialists are never designed, from 
the outset, to work compatibly with every other 
potential federation partner. When called upon to 
make two systems interoperate in ways that had not 
been anticipated originally, the engineers go through 
the categories of differences and apply as many 
mitigating methods as required to bring the system 
of systems up to an acceptable level of performance.  
 
Systems of this sort always suffer, however, from an 
increase in overall uncertainty and error, because we 
lack powerful methods to assure that the semantics 
and pragmatics of the integrated system recognize 
and correctly handle all important situations. In all 
such integrated systems, we ultimately rely upon 
trial-and-error discovery to reveal important 
problems and then address them manually, one by 
one. 
 
LEVELS OF INTEROPERABILITY 
 
Achieving full interoperability across systems 
requires more than data exchange alone. In [Blais 
and Lacy, 2004], interoperability is defined as “the 
capability of a system to automatically, without 
human intervention, provide services to and accept 
services from other systems, and to use the services 
so exchanged to enable the systems to work together 
to achieve a desired outcome.” The term “services” 
here refers to either the exchange of information 
(data) or execution of processing logic (as in Web 
services). The definition emphasizes automation of 
such interactions across systems. To accomplish a 
desired outcome cooperatively each system under 
this definition must possess an implicit 
understanding of the nature and context of the 
information passed or the processing performed. 
This is perhaps too demanding a requirement; 
however, this definition can provide a yardstick and 
target for research and development efforts.  
 
The Levels of Conceptual Interoperability Model 
(LCIM) describes different degrees, or levels, of 
interoperability [Tolk and Muguira, 2003; Turnitsa, 
2005; Tolk, 2006; Tolk et al., 2006]: 
• Level 0, No Interoperability: Stand-alone systems 
have no interaction with other systems. 
• Level 1, Technical Interoperability: A 
communication infrastructure is established 
allowing the exchange of bits and bytes. This is 
necessary, but not sufficient, for the next higher 
level of interoperability. An example is 
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP) on a network. 
• Level 2, Syntactic Interoperability: A common 
structure for the exchange of data is used.  This is 
necessary, but not sufficient, for the next higher 
level of interoperability. An example is a data file 
encoded in Extensible Markup Language (XML). 
• Level 3, Semantic Interoperability: A common 
information exchange reference model is used, 
allowing the meaning of the data to be shared.  
This is necessary, but not sufficient, for the next 
higher level of interoperability. An example is 
application of the Joint Consultation Command 
and Control Information Exchange Data Model 
(JC3IEDM) [MIP, 2005] as a common reference 
model for information exchange across command 
and control systems. 
 
 
Table 1. Sources of friction that make interoperability difficult. 
Type of Difference         
between Systems Resulting Difficulty Typical Method of Mitigating Problem 
Data representation Identical bits differ in meaning Translate to a standard representation 
Data precision Incompatible approximations Reduce to minimum precision 
Data measurement systems Incompatible units and coordinates Translate to a standard reference 
Temporal calibration Presumed simultaneous data 
originate at different times 
Combine information with more 
uncertainty 
Geospatial calibration Presumed identical positions vary in 
space 
Combine information with more 
uncertainty 
Attributes and scales Similar but non-identical aspects 
assessed differently 
Translate to a common framework and 
heuristically combine 
Concepts Similar names used for non-identical 
classes and relations 
Combine information with more 
uncertainty 
Events & Triggers Similar names used for non-identical 
conditions 
Combine information with more 
uncertainty 
Processes Similar names used for differing 
states, conditions, and actions 
Translate to a common framework with 
more uncertainty 
Resources Similar names for differing Translate to a common framework with 
Type of Difference         
between Systems Resulting Difficulty Typical Method of Mitigating Problem 
resources, costs and policies more uncertainty 
Evidence, Association, 
Inference, Belief and 
Uncertainty 
Different inductive methods to relate 
and combine evidence and to 
support inferred beliefs 
Adopt one preferred approach, adapt  the 
compatible information to it, and drop the 
incompatible information 
 
• Level 4, Pragmatic Interoperability: The systems 
are aware of the methods and procedures each is 
employing to process the information. This is 
necessary, but not sufficient, for the next higher 
level of interoperability. An example is Service-
Oriented Architectures employing Web services. 
• Level 5, Dynamic Interoperability: The systems 
automatically adapt to changes that occur in 
assumptions and constraints each is making over 
time. This is necessary, but not sufficient, for the 
next higher level of interoperability.  
• Level 6: Conceptual Interoperability: The systems 
are fully aligned, sharing common understanding 
of both data (purposeful abstraction of reality) and 
processing. 
 
We know of no examples of systems that 
interoperate at levels 5 and 6 of the LCIM in a fully 
automated manner. The High Level Architecture 
Federation Development and Execution Process 
[IEEE, 2003] provides a framework for dynamic 
interoperability through federation agreements, but 
the process has not yet been automated, requiring 
significant human intervention at this time. Semantic 
Web languages, such as the Web Ontology 
Language (OWL) and OWL for Services (OWL-S), 
are the subject of much research and hold promise 






We have basically three approaches to integrating 
systems and sharing information today: the 
standardized data-centric approach; the human 
translator approach; and the common intermediate 
hub-and-spoke approach. The first method 
standardizes all aspects of data, across all functions 
and applications. A single unified data model is 
created for all purposes, and all applications use it 
consistently. The second method relies upon people 
to translate information from one system into 
another one, thereby relying on human 
understanding to make appropriate mappings 
between underlying semantic models and associated 
pragmatics. The third approach is to create new 
standard information models that become the hub of 
a hub-and-spoke-like interchange. Each system that 
produces information can publish and share its data 
using the same hub model for all recipients. In this 
approach, each system translates its understanding of 
its own information into the semantic and pragmatic 
framework of the hub model. Likewise, each 
consumer of information finds relevant information 
through the hub and translates it into its own 
representations consistent with its understanding of 
the intended semantics and pragmatics. It may prove 
advantageous in some settings to create a 
multilingual translator that specializes in the hub’s 
semantic model and that can provide translation 
services for many different suppliers or consumers 
of information between their particular languages 
and the hub [Tolk et al., 2006]. 
 
Each of these approaches has significant deficiencies 
though. The first method is slow and brittle, because 
it requires every system to accord with a single 
integrated semantic and pragmatic model. Creating 
such a model can take forever, and it cannot evolve 
as rapidly as needs for new capabilities arise.  
 
The second method is labor-intensive, knowledge-
dependent, slow and error-prone. In this case, we are 
asking people to do routine, repetitive data reading 
and writing tasks, often between systems whose 
semantic and pragmatic assumptions they don’t 
know well. 
  
The last method allows systems to develop in 
parallel, but it presupposes that the hub provides a 
single integrated semantic and pragmatic model. If 
multiple models exist, then every publisher needs to 
have its information specially translated to meet the 
contextual requirements of every consumer. The 
publisher doesn’t know all of the consumers that 
well. The consumers don’t know all of the publishers 
that well either. In any case, new publishers and new 
consumers continually enter the arena, and there’s 
no way for the expanding set of required translations 
to be melded into a single and stable hub. 
 
It’s no wonder then that most efforts to create 
seamless systems of systems remain pipedreams 
today. We need a radically different approach that 
can meet the true challenges of sharing information 
among systems that embody different semantic 
models because of different pragmatic concerns and 
operating contexts. Table 2 below identifies the 
principal requirements for efficiently sharing 
information among such systems.  
 
As Table 2 shows, we desire numerous qualities of 
the systems that share information. We want them to 
understand the meaning of data that arises from 
different contexts with different pragmatic concerns. 
We want to combine information in sensible ways. 
We want our systems to improve continually, 
because it’s impossible for them to be born perfect.  
 
Furthermore, since the sources and purposes change 
continually, we want our systems to be able to 
exploit new sources automatically, adapting to their 
associated semantics as appropriate. In the middle 
column of Table 2 we identify the principal 
functional capabilities that would achieve these 
desired qualities. Then, on the right-hand-side of the 
table, we list the technical strategy proposed to 




Table 2. Principal requirements for information sharing. 
Desired Quality of 
Information Sharing 
Capability Required to Achieve 
Desired Quality 
Basic Strategy to Achieve 
Required Capability 
Employ different semantic 
models 
Read and interpret a semantic model Use models based on formal meta-
models with grammars 
Understand the meaning of data Parse data into its associated semantic model Use models based on formal meta-
models with grammars 
Express meaning as data 
correctly 
Ability to generate data from its associated 
semantic model 
Use models based on formal meta-
models with grammars 
Translate meanings between 
two systems 
Map from one semantic model to another Use models based on formal meta-
models with grammars 
Understand what information 
tasks need  
Read and interpret a model of task pragmatics Use models based on formal meta-
models with grammars 
Verify that required information 
is expressible 
Assure a semantic model supports the required 
pragmatics, or continually improve it 
Map required conditions for actions 
into corresponding semantic 
expressions 
Tolerate and exploit diverse 
sources 
Operate simultaneously with multiple models Maintain segregated namespaces as 
required 
Handle ambiguity intelligently Recognize ambiguities, adapt to them,  and 
continually improve 




Recognize inconsistencies, adapt to them, and 
continually improve 
Detect and reduce logical 
impossibilities 
Handle errors intelligently Recognize errors, adapt to them, and 
continually improve 
Accept negative feedback, trace and 
reduce causes 
Handle quality variations 
intelligently 
Recognize differences in source qualities, 
adapt to them, and continually improve 
Use inconsistencies and errors to 




Collate correlated information into coherent 
association sets 
Bundle assertions that are and are 
not consistent 
Exploit and eliminate 
redundancy 
Employ heuristic methods to reduce correlated 
information 
Implement best methods of 
empirical inference 
Justify results derived from 
various sources 
Track information pedigree, as required Retain histories of inferences and 
sources 
 
The key strategic ideas in Table 2 are summarized 
here: 
• Use models based on formal meta-models with 
grammars, and automatically generate required 
input and output language systems. 
• Map between models as needed, especially 
when assuring that the semantics are adequate to 
support the pragmatics.5 
• Combine, reduce, and track6 information as 
appropriate. 
                                                 
5 W. Ross Ashby coined the famous “law of requisite variety,” 
which basically states that any system must perceive situational 
distinctions sufficient to enable it to make appropriate 
differentiated responses required for success in its environment. 
Our requirement for systems that combine information is similar: 
the semantics must be sufficient for the pragmatics. [Ashby, 1958] 
6 The word “track” in the above bullet is used to mean “keep a 
record of its origins and the processes that converted inputs into 
new products.” Such a record is sometimes called a “trace” or a 
“pedigree.”  The rich semantic track model that’s the focus of this 
• Continually improve by recognizing problems 
and changing knowledge to reduce or eliminate 
them. 
 
Ontology is a “formal, explicit specification of a 
shared conceptualization” [Gruber, 1993] that 
provide a “shared and common understanding of a 
domain that can be communicated between people 
and heterogeneous and widely spread application 
systems” [Fensel, 2001]. For our purposes, we assert 
an ontology is a linguistic, conceptual, and logical 
model of some portion of reality:  linguistic in the 
sense that ontology defines terminology to use to 
describe a domain; conceptual in the sense that 
ontology describes concepts (things) and their 
                                                                        
paper uses the defense domain concept of a “track” to mean the 
product of observing a mobile entity to identify it, monitor it, and 
predict its behavior. We will italicize this meaning of track 
throughout the paper.  
interrelationships; and logical in the sense that 
ontology defines constraints and conditions that 
support reasoning about the concepts. As described 
in [Tolk and Blais, 2005], “If a formal specification 
concisely and unambiguously defines concepts such 
that anyone interested in the specified domain can 
consistently understand the concept’s meaning and 
its suitable use, then that specification is an 
Ontology.” As we have emphasized, both semantics 
(understanding) and pragmatics (suitable use) are 
crucial elements of the approach. Computer-based 
implementations of ontologies rely on formalizations 
that enable the machines to process and manipulate 
the linguistic, conceptual, and logical model 
embodied in the ontology. Application of machine-
interpretable ontologies for expression of linguistic, 
conceptual, and logical constructs enables ontology-
driven interoperability at the higher levels of the 
LCIM. 
 
In order to make these abstract and ambitious 
approaches more understandable, in the next section 
we’ll delve into some examples of important goals 
we have for track.  
 
THE PRAGMATICS OF TRACK 
 
Tracks are an important element of situation 
assessment in most command and control systems. 
In ground combat, commanders need to determine 
where enemy forces are, how to avoid them, how to 
counter their attacks, or how to attack them while 
they’re stationary. In air combat, similar decisions 
must be made and corresponding actions taken. 
Ground vehicles move at speeds between 0 and 100 
miles per hour (mph). Air vehicles move at speeds 
up to Mach 3 or so, although most move at speeds 
between 60 knots and 600 knots. Surface ships move 
at speeds normally under 40 knots, though some 
small ones can go faster.  Dismounted infantry 
moves at speeds under 10 mph. In all cases, 
commanders want to track these, anticipate their 
likely motions and potential threats, determine how 
best to counter threats, and then implement chosen 
countermeasures efficiently.  
 
Figure 1 is a conceptual map (intended to be 
illustrative, not exhaustive) illustrating the many 
activities that use information relating to tracks in 
the contribution of Maritime Domain Protection to 
Battlespace Superiority.7 As an example, users 
identify Conditions of Interest to define information 
that is of value based on their current mission, role, 
or other context. The expression of those conditions 
uses the “language of tracks” – identity, speed, 
direction, etc. Track information is used to determine 
if those conditions of interest have been satisfied, 
                                                 
7 Arcs in the diagram are indicative of notional information 
connections between concepts and are not necessarily intended to 
imply data flows or process flows.  
resulting in alerts that may prompt replanning of an 
operation.  Track information is also provided to 
other forces in the operation to support distributed 
situational awareness. Tracks can be compared to 
track models to determine if there may be anomalous 
behavior that might be interpreted as a threat. All to 
say that Track information plays a fundamental role 
in understanding the battlespace and the ability of 
decision-makers to respond to battlespace dynamics. 
 
From these examples of differing mobile entities and 
general pragmatic concerns, we can identify the 
following common pragmatic objectives for a 
mobile entity M with possible intentions and 
capabilities to do harm to our interests: 
 
(1) Observe, detect, identify, classify and 
continuously monitor M. 
(2) Locate M. 
(3) Infer M’s intent. 
(4) Determine M’s threats TM,D against domain D. 
(5) Predict M’s future location and behavior. 
(6) Alert agent A about M and threats TM,D. 
(7) Determine countermeasures CM(TM,D) to threats 
TM,D. 
(8) Inform agent A about countermeasures 
CM(TM,D). 
 
These eight pragmatic objectives define the general 
and common concerns of military and security 
agencies with potentially dangerous mobile entities. 
The whole purpose of sharing information among 
different sources is to support these common 
objectives. The premise of this paper is that we can 
best achieve that purpose by relating information 
sources to those purposes (aligning semantics to 
pragmatics). While individual processes might differ 
for each of these concerns, we should be able to 
express what the information requirements are for 
each process in terms of semantic capabilities. 
Further, we should be able to create translators to re-
express various sources of information in terms of a 
hub semantic model that provides the capabilities 
our pragmatic processes require. 
 
Let’s consider how this can be done. To do this, we 
will write pseudo-code in the style of Prolog rules. 
Each rule will be of the form  
 
C(x1,…,xn) Å P (y1,…,ym) & … & R(z1,…,zr),  
 
with the following interpretation: To infer or 
conclude that C(x1,…,xn) is true, it suffices to 
conclude that predicates P(y1,…,ym), …,  and 






Figure 1. Conceptual map of contribution of track information to activities contributing to Maritime 
Domain Awareness. 
 
As a simple illustration, we might have a rule 
that says that a commercial aircraft from one’s 
own country, observed to be following its 
planned route, has the intention of completing its 
filed flight plan. We might write this roughly as 
follows: 
[Rule I1]  
Intention(M, Follow-its-filed-
flight-plan, High-confidence) Å 
Commercial-aircraft(M) & 
Affiliation(M, ”U.S.”) & 
Following-planned-route(M, R) & 
Current-planned-route(M, R) 
 
Conversely, we might assume a hijacked aircraft has 
a variety of possible intentions, including using the 
aircraft as a missile to attack some target or diverting 
to a location not on the original planned route and 
landing there. Such an inference might be written in 
terms of two rules such as these: 
 
[Rule I2]  
Intention(M, Fly-into-a-
target(M, t), Probable) Å 
Commercial-aircraft(M) & 
Hijacked(M) & Target (t) & Can-
reach(M, t) 
[Rule I3]  
Intention(M, Deviate-and-land(M, 
ap), Probable) Å Commercial-
aircraft(M) & Hijacked(M) &  
Airport (ap) & Can-reach(M, ap)  
Rule I2 states that M intends to fly into an 
unspecified target t that it can reach.  Similarly rule 
I3 states that M intends to deviate to and land at an 
airport ap, where ap is undetermined. The airport 
ap is one that M can reach with available fuel.  Both 
rules I2 and I3 state that the inferred intentions are 
Probable, in contrast to rule I1 which rates its 
inferred intention as High-confidence.  
 
Any formal system for expressing rules such as these 
must follow some syntactic conventions. Here we’ve 
used the convention that lowercase terms are 
unbound variables that can ultimately be instantiated 
by specific constants. Uppercase terms, on the other 
hand, are constants that name various entities or 
concepts. For example, the constant Probable 
stands for a degree of confidence or belief that is 
judged more likely than either impossible or 
unlikely.  
 
Any system of concepts will have its own nuances 
and best practices for modeling the world 
effectively. Our assumptions are that no system is 
perfect, perfection is both an unachievable and 
unwise goal, and that great benefits can derive from 
creating workable systems that significantly improve 
our speed and effectiveness. Therefore, while we 
could dwell on different approaches to representing 
each concept and reasoning about it logically or 
empirically, we won’t do that here. Instead, we wish 
to initiate use of evolvable semantics to support 
important pragmatics. Thus, the key capability we 
need is to do some things well while being able to 
improve continually. For that reason, almost any 
reasonable semantic system will be good enough for 
significant information sharing. The essential quality 
required is that the system distinguishes states that 
warrant different inferences and actions. In the 
above rules, for example, the predicate 
Hijacked(x) distinguishes a state sufficient to 
support different inferences about the intentions of 
the aircraft. Any system that makes distinctions that 
correspond to Hijacked(x) can be used through 
translation for the same pragmatic purposes. 
 
What the examples show is that pragmatics aims at 
performing important functions, such as the eight 
general ones cited above. Each of these objectives 
requires inference and problem-solving to assess 
available information and determine which 
inferences are warranted. The information required, 
initially, is conceptual, rather than particular or 
concrete. For example, one type of information 
required was “Is an aircraft hijacked?”  This is a 
question about the state of the world or, more 
precisely, about beliefs about the true state of affairs. 
Different information systems will represent and 
store such beliefs in different ways. What is 
necessary is that available information pertinent to 
this conceptual requirement is mapped in a manner 
that enables the inference process to proceed as 
appropriate. 
 
All assertions in the information space about the 
state of the world (such as about vessels, cargo, 
people) are beliefs, in the sense that these assertions 
are “believed” to some extent based on some 
inference and some evidence. So, every aspect of the 
information model of tracks should be considered a 
“belief” with whatever supporting data any belief 
can have.  Here are the most common structures:  
 
(1) A belief is held to be a fact; e.g., the ship has a 
maximum speed of 18 knots. 
(2) A belief is a widely accepted assumption that’s 
recognized to be less certain than a fact; e.g., all 
passengers are listed on the passenger manifest. 
(3) A belief is based on direct credible eye witness 
report, so it’s like ground truth; e.g., the ship 
name painted on the hull is “MV8 ELONA”. 
(4) A belief is based on summarizing and 
aggregating other beliefs so it’s a logical 
inference or implication; e.g., a series of hourly 
observations from 0100 to 2300 placed the MV 
Elona at Pier 21 in Charleston, so the summary 
statement “MV Elona is at Pier 21 Charleston 
from 0100 to 2300” adds no new information, 
but compresses what is believed to be true. 
(5) A belief is based on the association and fusion 
of K observations that support a simplifying 
inductive inference, interpretation or abduction; 
e.g., a series of position reports is “stitched” 
together into a single continuous track 
associated with a single vessel. 
(6) A belief is a composition (AND) of other 
beliefs; e.g., identity beliefs combined with 
positional tracking beliefs compose an identified 
track. 
(7) A belief is a probable inference or confirming 
prediction from another belief; e.g., a friendly 
vessel forecasts its arrival time so we predict it 
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will appear in port within a few minutes or 
hours of that arrival time. 
(8) A belief is an improbable inference from 
another belief or a disconfirming expectation; 
e.g., a friendly vessel does not head at high 
speed directly toward a critical infrastructure 
facility. If we believe to be friendly a particular 
vessel MV XYZ, having a crew member of 
nationality N, a controlling organization of type 
T, a vessel of type VT, and a series of voyages 
including ports P1, P2, and P3, then we could 
predict “it will not head at high speed towards 
the base of the Golden Gate Bridge.”  Note: 
Unlike most of the other belief relationships, 
this type is used primarily to disconfirm the 
prior belief (i.e., that the ship is friendly). 
(9) A belief is an analyst judgment, intuition, 
opinion, or concern, based on some other beliefs 
as well as some inference; e.g., the analyst 
considers the MV XYZ “suspicious” because it 
is believed to have a crew member from Sri 
Lanka, an unexplained week in port in 
Malaysia, and an unusual deviation from a great 
circle route across the Pacific, all on the same 
voyage.  
(10) A belief is a pattern-based or rule-based 
assessment, where a set of beliefs about an 
entity instantiates a pattern template above some 
threshold level indicating that the pattern’s 
interpretation applies.  For example, suppose a 
Threat Pattern TP11 has been defined to 
instantiate that pattern and is associated with a 
particular belief of “a threatening pattern of 
behavior, a deemed threat of level L2, and a 
degree of belief B estimated to be .9 * minimum 
degree of belief for any belief used to instantiate 
the pattern.”  The general idea here is that 
patterns will be used in many ways to define 
conditions of interest, threats, anomalies, etc., 
and we will want to array the beliefs used to 
instantiate the pattern with the inference or 
assessment the pattern implies. The belief in the 
pattern being instantiated is an indication of 
how much we believe the arrayed beliefs fit the 
pattern and how much the pattern itself is 
believed to assess accurately what it claims to 
assess.  
   
So every assertion, hypothesis, judgment, and 
interpretation is a kind of belief. Beliefs are believed 
because of evidence and inference. Beliefs are 
doubted because of controverting evidence and 
failures to confirm implications and predictions.  In 
addition, some beliefs are mutually incompatible, so 
evidence for one is controverting to the others. 
Evidence, then, is just the set of beliefs used to 
support a derived belief. A belief is derived by 
arraying evidence with the inference pattern or 
judgment which generates it.  
   
Information sources are original bases of evidence 
(leaves of the evidentiary tree), as well as identified 
bases for inferences or judgments; e.g., Analyst 
Jones is the source for the judgment that B is 
probable given that E1, E2, and E3 are in evidence 
(these are 3 other “beliefs”).  
 
Therefore, our approach is to identify a rich semantic 
model of tracks that can express these fundamental 
belief structures and support multiple important 
functions, including:  
 
(1) represent a wide variety of meanings and 
support a broad array of pragmatic goals;  
(2) reduce the time and cost required to implement 
capabilities to reason about a new, specialized 
type of track;  
(3) simplify the understanding and importation of 
external sources of track information;  
(4) help operators describe what attributes of tracks 
they value in performing their tasks;   
(5) significantly improve our ability to combine 
multiple sources of track information;  
(6) provide a stable and evolvable base for key 
standards and best practices9 that support 
information sharing; and  
(7) improve bandwidth utilization, raising the 
proportion of communicated information that 
recipients consider significant, by delivering 
valued information at the right time (VIRT) 
[Hayes-Roth, 2004, 2006]. 
 
The following section describes the semantics we 
seek to express to achieve the desired practical 
capabilities for information about tracks. 
   
THE SEMANTICS OF TRACK 
 
The earlier discussion of the LCIM emphasized the 
importance of semantics to achieving higher levels 
of interoperability. We consider semantics to 
describe the meanings that are distinguished and 
employed in effectively conveying information 
between parties. Usually the choice of engineered 
semantics rests on pragmatics – describing what 
differences in behavior must be supported (as in 
Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety).   
 
Given a set of pragmatic objectives, the inference 
process considered earlier relies upon conceptual 
categories. A semantic hub should make all of the 
conceptual distinctions required to support those 
categories and related pragmatics. The rich semantic 
Track model, therefore, should reflect aspects of 
state that most users of track information require for 
addressing expected pragmatic concerns. As we 
employ such a model to mediate sharing among 
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by a broad community and found effective in meeting diverse 
needs of that community. 
systems, we will inevitably discover additional 
concerns not yet adequately addressed in the current 
model. This will drive an iterative, evolutionary 
series of improvements to the community’s evolving 
model of Track.  
 
Table 3 enumerates many of the required concepts to 
support the eight principal types of general-purpose 
pragmatics for Track identified in the previous 
section. The most important point from Table 3 is 
that these pragmatic concerns regarding Track are 
fairly generic, stable, and procedural. We should be 
able to create a mostly-hierarchical conceptual 
scheme working backwards from pragmatic 
objectives to required concepts to supporting 
distinguished data values. The ability to adapt this 
standard hierarchy rapidly to exploit a new source 
would be the operational test of value. This suggests 
both what types of products we need and also what 
types of methods will enable us to adapt these 
products to new situations. In the next section, we 
provide a sketch of the semantics that should provide 
the required scaffolding for this approach. 
 
RICH SEMANTIC TRACK MODEL 
 
The first step in developing a rich semantic model of 
Track is to determine how it can support the 
pragmatic requirements, as indicated in Table 3. 
From that analysis, we can see that the track model 
must allow us to describe our beliefs about a mobile 
entity and its past, present and predicted future 
states. In addition, we will need to be able to justify 
inferences that we make as part of the tracking 
process. So the track model will necessarily consist 
of two principal types of information, one that 
describes our beliefs about the tracked entity and 
another that describes the qualities of those beliefs. 
This is an example of information and meta-
information. 
 
Before giving a formal specification for this belief 
structure, it makes sense to present the structure as a 
conceptual hierarchy, introducing the names we 
propose for different categories of information and 
the relationships among these categories. In a 
conceptual hierarchy, which is much like a topic 
outline, the most general concepts are the outermost 
items of the outline. Successively indented topics 
represent specializations or subcategories under the 
topic they descend from. To illustrate these points, 
consider the following abbreviated hierarchy shown 
in Figure 2. 
 
 
Table 3. Semantic concepts required to support Track pragmatics. 
Pragmatic 
Goals 
Assumptions    and 
Inferences 






Continuity of motion; physical 
persistence; observability; 
immutable identity 
Geospatial and temporal 
coordinate systems; position; 
velocity; behavior history; 
classes, types and identification 
Position and dynamics in 
relation to reference system; 
measurement systems, 
registration, and errors; 
behavior, states, and state 
transitions 
 
2. Infer M’s 
intent. 
Mobile platforms are controlled 
by pilots; pilots normally 
follow filed plans; hijackers 
take control of hijacked 
vehicles; hijacking blocks 
normal behavior; hijackers 
have abnormal intentions 
Plans; filed plans; modified 
plans; persons in control; 
operators of vehicles; 
hijacking; hijacker; abnormal 
intentions; expected behavior; 
discrepancy from expected 
behavior 
Plans as intended states and 
behaviors with dependencies 
and constraints; actors and 
resources in plans; actors’ goals, 
intentions, plans and resources; 
planned effects as expectations; 
behaviors consistent with and 
inconsistent with expectations 
 
3. Determine M’s 
threats TM,D 
against domain D. 
Domains include property, 
states, cultures, people; threats 
to domains are possible ways to 
do harm to elements of the 
domain; the more probable and 
hurtful the damage, the worse 
the threat  
Domains and their resources, 
symbols, systems, centers of 
gravity and key attributes; 
types of harm; harmful 
processes; potential harm; 
probable harm; expected harm; 
capability to inflict harm; threat 
Important entities and important 
attributes of them from a 
security perspective; 
vulnerabilities; attack methods 
and profiles; estimated success 
and consequences of attacks; 
time and other remaining 
barriers to the success of the 
attack 
 
4. Locate M. Ability to change location 
limited by maximum velocity 
and physical constraints; 
objects in motion most likely to 
continue consistent with 
historical behavior; identity 
required for location 
 
Reported position at time t; 
inferred position at time t; 
probability density around 
position or other confidence 
intervals; confidence about 
identity 
Position and dynamics in 
relation to reference system; 
estimates of error and 
uncertainty about position, 
dynamics, and identity 
5. Predict M’s 
location and 
behavior. 
Use same inferences in 1 
adjusted to reflect expected 
behaviors (from 2, 3 and 4)  
Current state relative to 
executing plan; expected 
behaviors and variations 
Variations in position based on 
phase of movement; probable 
variations in execution 
 
6. Alert agent A 
about M and 
threats TM,D. 
Some agent is responsible for 
knowing about vehicles 
including M or threats 
including those in TM,D; each 
agent has preferred ways of 
being alerted 
Areas of responsibility; agent 
identities; means of 
communicating; agent 
sensitivities and preferences; 
agent context, state and focus; 
required quality attributes of 
reports 
Roles for monitoring routine 
behaviors, abnormal behaviors, 
and threat behaviors; assignment 
of agents to roles; 
communication methods and 
required protocols; current 
beliefs of agents; value of 






For known threats with 
predetermined 
countermeasures, collect those 
and instantiate them; for others, 
determine ways to block 
attacks 
Threat types and 
countermeasure types; 
variables and substitution; ways 
to block causal chains by 
denying essential prerequisites 
Destroy an enemy vehicle prior 
to its attack; impede passage 
through a requisite space; 
eliminate resources required to 
sustain the attack; covertly move 
the target or mask with a decoy 
 




Use methods in 6, appropriately 
adjusted to address the agent 
responsible for 
countermeasures 
As in 6, adjusted appropriately As in 6, adjusted appropriately 
 
 
 Figure 2. The top-level conceptual hierarchy for 
Track. 
 
This fragment of a conceptual hierarchy describes 
the most general, or topmost, element called Track. 
The concept Track contains two principal 
component concepts, called Beliefs and Meta-
Information, respectively. Components of Meta-
Information may apply to each element of Beliefs. 
That is, when we use the conceptual hierarchy to 
create actual beliefs that are instances of Track 
Beliefs, we may find it useful to qualify every belief 
by using the sub-concepts of Meta-Information. In 
this sense, Meta-Information plays dual roles of 
meta-data (data about data) or reification (statements 
about statements). Moreover, Meta-Information can 
apply to combined Beliefs, as in providing rationale 
for bringing the Beliefs together. While the use of 
Meta-Information at various levels of the model 
creates an opportunity for significantly expanding 
the volume of data in our systems compared to 
traditional databases, the purpose of the semantic 
model is to make possible precise description of 
potentially important states. In general, our systems 
will create sparsely instantiated models, because 
many aspects will not be deemed relevant or 
material. Furthermore, most implementations will 
reduce the total volume of data by finding ways to 
compress and abbreviate bodies of information with 
inherent redundancies, as is commonly done in many 
systems today. In short, we should focus now on 
what needs to be represented rather than on how data 
can be stored and accessed efficiently. 
 
The first-level sub-concepts of Track are Beliefs and 
Meta-Information. By convention, we will use the 
plural form of English nouns or, in the case of Meta-
Information, a collective noun to indicate that there 
may be any number of instances of those concepts in 
an actual application. Thus, we should expect in any 
given track, to find one or more beliefs. These 
beliefs will, in turn, instantiate the sub-concepts of 
Beliefs, which means they will describe the Identity, 
Characteristics, the Dynamic State, the History of 
States, or the Predicted States of the tracked entity. 
Typically, we should anticipate that each tracked 
entity will be described by one belief of each of 
these five types when the entity has been well 
identified and confidently tracked. For example, in a 
civilian air traffic control scenario, a general aviation 
aircraft following an IFR (instrument flight rules) 
flight plan would be so described. Specifically, the 
Identity and Characteristics would include the 
aircraft’s registration (“tail number”), type, make 
and model, and navigation capability (such as GPS-
enabled). Its Dynamic State at the current time 
would describe its last measured coordinates, 
altitude, heading, airspeed, groundspeed, number of 
passengers, fuel remaining, next waypoint, 
destination, and assigned transponder code, among 
other dynamic features. The History would contain a 
past record of such dynamic states, thereby enabling 
us to review where the plane had been and how it 
had traveled to its present state. The Predicted States 
would, for example, indicate expected arrival times 
at each of the waypoints along the planned route of 
flight. These predicted arrival times presumably 
would be updated to take into account effects of 
winds on groundspeed as well as anticipated changes 
in groundspeed that climbs or descents in future 
route legs will cause. In this way, people tracking the 
flight will have expectations, with some margins of 
uncertainty, around times that the plane will cross 
specific points along the planned route. Additional 
predictions could reasonably be made by 
interpolating between these specific predicted states 
(i.e., dead reckoning). 
 
The simple example above was intended to illustrate 
how the top-level elements of Beliefs should be used 
to describe a simple tracked entity. One of the 
objectives in formulating this rich semantic model of 
Track is to make it easy for developers to create 
compatible tools and for users to describe the 
important aspects of the tracks they are concerned 
with in their particular domains of application. The 
well-identified, accurately tracked, pre-planned 
general aviation aircraft is probably the simplest 
possible case. As we increase the complexity of the 
entity, the uncertainty about its intentions, the errors 
in observation, and the challenge of predicting its 
future states, the information we must create 
becomes more complicated, uncertain, and 
voluminous. The same Track model should be able 
to represent all important aspects of beliefs in these 
cases as well. 
 
The second major sub-concept of Track in Figure 2 
is Meta-Information, and this includes Evidence, 
Inferences, Error and uncertainty estimates, 
Temporal qualifications, and Spatial qualifications. 
The meaning of each of these categories is as 
follows. Evidence describes the observations, 
sensors and reporters that back up the belief. 
Inferences describe the additional beliefs that should 
be inferred from the initial belief, because they 
Track 
Beliefs 
  Identity 
  Characteristics 
  Dynamic State at Time T 
  History of States (past “track”) 
  Predicted States (future “track”) 
 Meta-Information 
  Evidence  
  Inferences 
  Error and uncertainty estimates 
  Temporal qualifications 
  Spatial qualifications 
follow logically or empirically. Error and uncertainty 
estimates specify limitations and qualifications on 
the belief that should constrain how we employ the 
belief. Temporal qualifications further constrain our 
use of the belief to particular intervals of time when 
the belief is expected to be valid. In a similar way, 
use of beliefs might be constrained to particular 
regions of space, and Spatial qualifications specify 
such constraints. For example, a forecast for 
thunderstorms typically applies to a particular 
region. As another example, we might want to limit 
the predicted location of an aircraft to a range of 
altitudes between 200 feet above ground level and 
18,000 feet if the aircraft is flying VFR (visual flight 
rules).  
 
As introduced earlier, a belief is two things 
basically:  an asserted value and meta-data about the 
type of belief and its basis for evidence.  That is, it is 
a proposition plus meta-data.  This is true of every 
potential assertion, not just about a trackable entity. 
The composite belief (conjunction) that an overall 
track object represents (e.g., the vessel and all its 
attribute values) is a composite of many beliefs. So 
meta-data applies not just to the composite, but to all 
of the constituents of a composite as well.  While 
this might seem overly verbose, it does not always 
need to be materialized. The idea is that there can be 
evidence for and against any assertion (e.g., the 
number of people, the amount of cargo, the types 
emitters, the owner, the transponder code, etc.). 
Sometimes any of these assertions might be wrong; 
sometimes there are competing alternatives that have 
been posited; sometimes the individual propositions 
are correct but they are incorrectly associated with 
one vessel (when there might be two).  Meta-data 
(the belief abstraction) is equally important to a 
high-level composite (conjunctive) entity.  
   
Now just to review briefly the main point of this 
paper, we want to use a semantic model of Track to 
improve the ability of systems to share information. 
Using just the high-level concepts of Figure 2, this 
suggests that consumers of track data typically want 
to know one of five types of beliefs: (1) identity; (2) 
characteristics; (2) current state; (3) past state; and 
(4) future state. Furthermore, since all beliefs are 
necessarily limited by the quality of the evidence 
and other limitations on when or where they can be 
appropriately employed, consumers want to know 
what qualifications/limitations apply to whatever 
beliefs suppliers provide to them. The point of this 
paper is that we can accelerate and improve sharing 
by providing a common basis for expressing these 
concerns so that all suppliers and consumers of track 
information can rely upon it as a semantic hub used 
in interpreting information from different systems10. 
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purposes, this seems unlikely. A semantic hub is, in essence, a 
“language” to support a community of people who share 
Of course, the same approach should be useful for 
other types of information than Track. In the end, the 
communities of interest that are concerned with each 
important concept should take ownership of the 
process by which key concepts are formalized, how 
translation is operationalized, and how inevitable 
evolutionary changes are supported. Our focus on 
Track should provide a solid foundation for an 
important class of sharing. Many elements of the 
semantic model should generalize to other concepts 
and other domains. In particular, the basic structure 
of Beliefs and Meta-Information should prove 
widely applicable and robust for conveying state 
information. 
 
Implicit in this general strategy for information 
sharing is the idea that community members should 
find it easy to read and understand instances of the 
semantic models relevant to them. While simply 
stated, this is a profound objective. First, if 
practitioners find it easy to read and understand 
semantically rich information, this will reflect that 
the information has been structured and presented to 
them in ways they find natural and efficient. Experts 
and skilled personnel in nearly every domain of 
interest have developed ways of structuring and 
presenting information that simplify and improve 
their performance. Tracks, for example, are often 
shown as current location points with predicted 
future vectors. They may also include past positions 
as a series of connected points. Each track might be 
color-coded in a distinct way to indicate other key 
characteristics or simply to reduce confusion. All of 
these lines are superposed on a map, of a selected 
space and time, to make it easy for the operator to 
grasp quickly the state of affairs. In air traffic 
control, for example, the controller transfers this 
information into his own mind where he or she 
mentally maintains the dynamic model, often called 
“the bubble.” 
 
So there are two aspects of the profundity alluded to 
above. First, regardless of the detailed, perhaps 
complex, semantic model that underlies the 
information being maintained in our systems, the 
human’s view is often highly tailored. The view 
converts information from representations that are 
designed for use by computerized reasoners to forms 
that are quickly and effectively grasped by humans. 
The second profound aspect is that the usefulness of 
                                                                        
information because of overlapping interests. It’s rare that one 
language supports all interested parties. There are many reasons 
why we routinely find multiple languages among peoples, even 
when they have common interests. Two concepts are fundamental 
in the anticipated process: (1) any community of interest should 
be able to have its own language and should be able to control its 
evolution; (2) communities with overlapping interests will 
constitute a higher-level aggregate community that, in turn, will 
need to use an agreed semantic hub to interoperate. Thus, 
languages will evolve, within and between communities, probably 
forever. 
a semantic hub isn’t fully evident until these human-
oriented viewers and editors are in the hands of 
operators who demonstrate their value. Semantic 
models should make it possible to create better 
viewers and editors more easily, and should also 
support the need to continually evolve and improve 
them. Often in the history of information systems, 
the first excellent viewers and editors come into 
existence as part of a proprietary, integrated 
stovepipe system. Later, as technology evolves, data 
is separated from code, and eventually data is more 
explicitly modeled semantically. This allows 
competitive approaches to be pursued for viewing 
and editing information.  
 
Semantic hubs for important information will 
accelerate the development of superior viewers and 
editors for humans. This will pay double dividends. 
In addition to improving their ability to grasp and 
exploit information productively, it will also enable 
practitioners to identify quickly and effectively 
shortcomings in the information itself, hence 
accelerating the debugging and evolution of the 
semantic models. As an important consequence, the 
rate of continuous improvement in information 
sharing will increase. 
 
An expanded Track conceptual hierarchy is 
described in Table 4. In this table, the level of 
indentation indicates degree of subordination in the 
hierarchy. A level number is shown explicitly in the 
first column. The second column contains the 
corresponding concept. The last column briefly 
specifies the meaning of the concept. Table 4 
provides a table of contents for the Track model. The 
content of the table is intended to be illustrative, not 
complete. Some of concepts relate to a particular 
type of entity; namely, aircraft (e.g., Take-off and 
Landing characteristics). It leaves out many details, 
such as the specification of permissible values and 
constraints among them. It also doesn’t say which of 
many alternative systems of measurement and 
description would be best for any of the various 
values. For example, there are several different 
standard frameworks for geospatial measurement 
and location. While it may prove useful to select one 
best coordinate system for the first semantic hub, our 
techniques should be open to the use of multiple 
alternative systems for any of the conceptual 
elements. It’s not really important which system is 
used, so long as we support translations into and out 
of the hub to meet the requirements for getting 
suppliers’ information to consumers in the form they 
need it.  
 
With all these caveats, what, then, is the value of this 
description of the concept hierarchy for Track?  The 
foundation is the five types of belief with associated 
meta-data. Fundamentally, the Rich Semantic Track 
model records information (beliefs) about the past, 
current, and future (projected) state of an object in 
terms of identity (given or assumed), characteristics 
(original or modified), and geospatial position. All of 
this information is annotated by meta-information to 
provide source, accuracy, and other pedigree 
information. Multiple beliefs and accompanying 
meta-information, associated together, constitute the 
concept of a track, similar to traditional use of the 
term.  
 
The semantic model can also be thought of as 
providing “containers” in a structure for storing 
information relating to these concepts. We’ve 
already contended that it is not possible to attain a 
fully specified model up front.  Rather, the goal is to 
provide a conceptual framework within which 
specific information can be related dynamically and 
adaptively as the context evolves. 
 
 
Table 4. Concept hierarchy in Track semantic model. 
Level Concept Notes on Meaning 
1 Beliefs Collection of believed assertions 
2 Identity Identifies the tracked entity 
3 Owner Who owns the entity? 
4 Affiliation What is the owner’s affiliation? 
3 Operator Who operates the entity? 
4  Affiliation What is the owner’s affiliation? 
3 Registration number The entity’s registration number 
3 Communications call sign The entity’s call sign  
2 Characteristics Provides a characterization of the tracked entity 
3 Weight The weight of the entity 
3 Observable features Features one can observe 
3 Aggregation Is the entity a set of entities? 
4 Components What are the contained entities? 
4 Structure How are they structured? 
3 Construction features How constructed and of what? 
3 Class Broadest classes of vehicles 
3 Category Broad sub-classes of vehicles 
3 Type Specific make & model of vehicle 
Level Concept Notes on Meaning 
3 Capacities How much can it carry? 
4 Fuel How much fuel? 
4 Load How much weight in total? 
3 Capabilities standard for type Specifications for the vehicle 
4 Take-off Parameters about its take-off 
4 Landing Parameters about its landing 
4 Range Parameters about maximum range of .trips 
4 Altitude Parameters about its altitudes 
4 Speed Parameters about its speeds 
4 Operation in icing conditions De-icing capabilities? 
4 Maneuver Turns, maximum loads, etc. 
4 Evasion Capabilities for evasive action 
4 Stealth Capabilities for stealth 
4 Defense Capabilities for self-defense 
4 Offense Capabilities for inflicting harm 
4 Support Capabilities for supporting others 
4 Diversion Capabilities to divert from plans 
4 Turnaround  What’s needed to start new plan? 
4 Differences from standard type Special attributes of this entity 
3 Operational Characteristics How it performs normally 
4 Limitations Constraints on operations 
4 Resource requirements and consumption Resources consumed for various activities 
2 Dynamic State at Time T Values of variables, at time T 
3 Time T The time index T of the state 
3 Temporal coordinate system The coordinate system for T 
3 Position, velocity, acceleration, etc. Location and time rate of changes 
4 Spatial Coordinates  Fixes on various dimensions 
5 Spatial Coordinate system Dimensions and origin 
4 Error of measurement Estimate of uncertainty or error 
3 Operations How it’s being operated 
4 Control Who or what is controlling it? 
5 Possessor Who or what is in possession? 
6 Affiliation What is his/her/its affiliation? 
5 Crew Who are the crew members? 
5 Non-crew  Who else is augmenting the crew? 
4 Intent What is the controllers’ intent? 
5 Peaceful Is it peaceful? 
5 Threatening Is it threatening? How? 
4 Plan The plan to achieve intent 
5 Route  The route the plan incorporates 
6 Waypoints Key points along the rout 
6 Corridors Key pathways between waypoints 
5 Timing When do key events occur? 
5 Tactics What tactics will be used? 
5 Resources What resources will be used? 
6 Personnel What personnel will be used? 
6 Consumables Other resources consumed 
6 Systems Other systems required 
6 Weapons Weapons required 
4 Carried load Load that is actually carried 
5 Electronic equipment Electronic equipment carried 
5 Weapons Weapons carried 
5 Crew Crew members carried 
5 Passengers Passengers carried 
5 Cargo Other cargo carried 
4 Other Behaviors Other behaviors that can occur 
4 Other Qualities Other qualities that characterize or limit operations 
4 Transponder code The identifying code assigned 
3 Dynamic variations in Identity and Characteristics Changes over time  (if any) in typically static 
attributes; elements of this concept reflect Identity 
and Characteristics concepts above; e.g., changed 
value for Owner, changed value for 
Owner/Affiliation, changed value for capacities, etc.) 
Level Concept Notes on Meaning 
2 History of states (past “track”) Past dynamic states for entity 
2 Predicted states (future “track”) Future dynamic states for entity 
1 Meta-Information (applicable to each element of belief) Information about and in support of the referenced 
belief 
2 Evidence  Evidence supporting the belief 
3 Observations Data from supporting observers 
4 Reported values Actual reported values used 
5 Time of observation When observation occurred 
5 Sensor Sensor making the observation 
6 Capabilities Capabilities of the sensor 
6 Dynamic state at time of observation State of dynamic aspects of the sensor when 
observation made 
4 Reporter Who or what reported the data? 
3 Evidentiary events Evidence from related events 
4 Confirming events Events that confirm the belief 
5 Confirming events to notice Events predictable from belief 
5 Confirming events detected Predicted events observed 
5 Confirming events missed Predicted events not detected 
4 Disconfirming events Events incompatible with belief 
5 Disconfirming events to notice Events predicted to not occur 
5 Disconfirming events detected Events observed contrary to belief 
5 Disconfirming events missed Events not observed, as expected 
3 Related beliefs Other beliefs related to this one 
4 Incompatible beliefs  Beliefs not mutually possible 
4 Implied beliefs  Beliefs implied by this one 
4 Implying beliefs Beliefs that imply this one 
2 Inferences Beliefs inferred from others 
3 Quality of inferences Justification and assessment 
2 Error and uncertainty estimates Estimates of error and uncertainty 
2 Temporal qualifications Limitations on time of belief 
2 Spatial qualifications Limitations of location of belief 
 
Since the most constrained resource is likely to be 
the skilled human operator, the key factors in 
determining the effectiveness of any information 
sharing environment will be the naturalness and ease 
of use of the viewers and editors provided to the 
operator for each kind of information. Operators 
most familiar with one type of coordinate system 
should be able to view information from that point of 
view. There may be some loss of precision when 
translating between different frames of reference, but 
this increase in error or uncertainty should be easy to 
depict and explain. The most important thing is to 
relate all information to some hub model or models 
that can enable consumers to get the sources 
translated to the form they find most productive to 
work with. 
 
PRACTICAL EXPRESSIONS OF THE RICH 
SEMANTIC TRACK MODEL 
 
We will leave the details of how best to represent 
legal values and constraints among them for future 
work. There should be no doubt that all of the types 
of concerns included in the Track model can be 
expressed in terms of some grammar of permissible 
constructions and that legal values and other 
constraints can be expressed similarly. This means 
that we will be able to have at least one hub semantic 
model for the entire Track concept. If we find it 
desirable to allow multiple alternative formalisms 
within the hub, that also presents no special 
problems. Each component of the hub model must, 
however, be supported with two types of tools so the 
overall approach can prove valuable: (1) 
viewer/editors are required so people can create, 
understand and modify Track Beliefs and Meta-
Information; (2) translators must be written to and 
from the hub model to support valued consumers 
and suppliers of information. 
 
Once these two types of tools are available, the 
objectives are at hand. First, we make it possible for 
operators to access information supplied by others. 
The basic method used is to allow operators to 
specify the type of information they seek and then to 
provide relevant information to them. To specify 
what they seek directly, the operators can formulate 
“queries” using a viewer/editor adapted to the 
purpose of expressing information “goals.” A 
conventional approach provides forms that allow the 
user to fill in values of sought variables and other 
unconstrained variables that would be associated to 
these. Information is sought which matches the 
constrained variables, and the values of all the 
associated variables are presented to the user. In 
database systems this is often called Query By 
Example (QBE). Other query languages are also 
readily applicable.  
 
The user’s queries, stated in terms of the user’s view, 
must be translated into equivalent queries expressed 
in terms of the hub semantic model. That is done by 
one of the translators. A query planner then 
determines which aspects of the query to dispatch to 
various available information systems, based on its 
knowledge about the efficiency of asking various 
queries to the various systems. The query planner 
then would translate each sub-query it intends for 
each supplier system into a corresponding query 
expressed in terms of the semantic model of that 
system. One of the translators does that, translating 
hub semantics into the specific semantics of the 
targeted system. Once query responses are produced 
from each system, they need to be translated back 
into the hub semantics, combined by the query 
planner into an answer, and then translated back into 
the semantics of the operator’s chosen environment, 
where the operator’s preferred viewer/editor would 
display the requested information. For similar 
purposes, a Web Services approach using the 
Multilateral Interoperabilty Programme11 Command 
and Control Information Exchange Data Model 
(C2IEDM) is described in [Tolk et al., 2005]. 
 
The methods of the preceding paragraph address 
how answers to queries are found in existing 
information stores. A variant of this approach must 
be used to create monitors that will alert users when 
new information becomes available. This may mean 
setting up “standing queries” for database systems or 
selective filters for publish-and-subscribe systems. 
The essential operations are similar in this case. The 
standing queries or filters are best expressed in terms 
directly supported by the information systems used 
by the suppliers. In such a case, the queries are first 
formulated in user view terms, then in hub semantic 
terms, and finally in supplier system terms. Answers 
to queries are translated back through the reverse 
steps. Of course, different system environments 
might lead us to do translations and query processing 
in different orders, but these variations seem 
straightforward. 
 
One additional but significant way to improve this 
process is to have the user’s preferences for 
information work in a more automatic and efficient 
way. This can be achieved by creating a model-
based communication network that delivers to each 
of its customers tailored products that satisfy the 
objectives of “valued information at the right time” 
(VIRT) [Hayes-Roth, 2004, 2006]. Specifically, 
information that materially affects expected 
outcomes should get priority, and information that is 
not relevant, no longer timely, nor different from 
what’s already believed should be automatically 
filtered out. This idea can be implemented by 
                                                 
11 See http://www.mip-site.org/.  
allowing operators who are concerned with various 
types of planned outcomes, for example, to register 
with an intelligent monitoring system their plans, 
their assumed situations and expected outcomes, and 
the inferences that support those expectations. The 
monitoring system can then take responsibility for 
continually reassessing the credibility of the 
assumed situations, expected outcomes, and 
supporting inferences. When new information arises 
from any source that undercuts those beliefs, that 
information can be communicated to the user 
promptly and highlighted appropriately in that user’s 
preferred viewer. While doing this well is an open-
ended challenge, the semantic hub and associated 
translators constitute the essential foundation for 
exploiting multiple relevant sources. The hub and 
translators can make each source of information 
commensurate with each operator’s specific 
concerns, thus enabling intelligent filtering that will 
increase every operator’s productivity in network-
centric operations.   
 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT AGENDA 
TO ACHIEVE POTENTIAL BENEFITS OF 
THE SEMANTIC MODEL OF TRACK 
 
So what needs to be done in research and 
development to implement the proposed 
methodology for information sharing? Because the 
proposed approach aims to address the useful 
exchange of information between all relevant 
suppliers and consumers, it covers a vast, open, 
never-closing space. For this reason, it makes sense 
to focus first on the highest-value problems where 
incremental progress can have significant impact. 
This explains the current focus on the Track concept. 
The inability to fuse information from diverse 
sources and agencies is a recognized critical 
weakness. Moreover, future defense and security 
systems aspire to create and share track information 
on a much wider array of mobile entities than 
traditional military vehicles. 
 
To advance the agenda on track-related systems, we 
need to accomplish several intermediate objectives, 
as follows: 
 
• Select a community of interest that recognizes 
the importance of this task. 
• Based on high-priority missions, enumerate and 
prioritize information sharing scenarios. 
• Determine a high-value near-term subset of the 
hub semantics. 
• Identify the viewer/editors that operators will 
employ in these sharing scenarios. 
• Determine the translator requirements to support 
the scenario. 
• Implement an initial hub and related translators. 
• Test the environment, and identify high priority 
requirements for improvements to the hub and 
translators. 
• Identify operators for whom VIRT capabilities 
(reduced bandwidth, intelligent filtering) have 
highest value. 
• Determine best methods to gain knowledge of 
operator’s context and identify valuable 
information. 
• Implement query methods and notification 
methods to operationalize valued information at 
the right time (VIRT). 
• Iterate, through earlier steps, to implement 
continuous improvement. 
• Place responsibility for this continuous 
improvement process in the hands of an 
appropriate agent.  
 
This proposed agenda has much in common with 
Department of Defense initiatives and directives. 
DoD has committed to using semantic meta-data to 
describe information in its repositories so that next-
generation systems such as the Global Information 
Grid and Network-Centric Enterprise Services can 
be used to assure that each operator gets the right 
information at the right time to optimize task 
performance. The current proposed approach 
enhances those initiatives by addressing the semantic 
requirements for enabling interoperability that 
improves pragmatic outcomes. In a nutshell, we’ve 
pointed out that information from multiple sources 
will always exist, and these will need to be inter-
translated to address all operators and serve them 
with all sources. This approach reduces expense, 
risk, and “time to value” rather than attempting to 
create a single standard for representing all 
information. Even if it were possible, in principle, to 
formulate a single standard model, the pragmatic 
requirements would evolve faster than any 
standardization process could. We would forever be 
chasing our tails. 
In contrast, this R&D agenda provides an 
incremental approach that can provide immediate 
benefits and can quickly exploit learning to gain 
additional benefits. A continuously improving 
semantic hub will be part of a virtuous cycle. In this 
cycle, users will begin to benefit from sharing some 
of their information. They will discover that 
additional benefits are potentially obtainable through 
broader, deeper, or more precise coverage of the 
semantic and pragmatic concerns. Incremental 
investment will yield those benefits. As the range of 
benefits expands, additional consumers and 
additional suppliers will seek to participate. The 
“market” for valuable, sharable information will 
expand. The process will feed on itself, and 
information sharing will be converted from an 
intractable problem to a continually expanding arena 
of exchanged value. 
 
RST concepts are already influencing new track 
model designs. The approach has informed 
development of the Joint Track Management data 
model and is strongly integrated into the 
Comprehensive Maritime Awareness Maritime 
Information Exchange Model (MIEM). In the 
MIEM, all objects and their constituent elements 
support a rich metadata structure (information 
sources, pedigree, time-varying nature, 
threat/vulnerability, confidence, annotation, etc.) to 
enable sophisticated expression of value added 
information as shown in Table 5. 
 
In addition to RST influence in JTM and CMA track 
modeling, alternative semantic representations of 
RST have been developed in Resource Description 
Framework (RDF), OWL, and Specware (Kestrel, 
2004). These alternatives are under evaluation in 
support of the US Navy Cooperative Engagement 
Capability system [Blais and Hayes-Roth, 2007]. 
Table 5. Levels of valued added information supported by the Maritime Information Exchange Model. 
Level Type Example Value Added 
9 
(highest) 
Case files for key entities Histories, highlights, 
comprehensive details 
Enables in-depth predictive 
analysis 
8 Threats and anomalies Dangerous undeclared 
cargo 
Increased pre-emptive threat 
reduction 
7 “Of interest” conditions and watch 
lists 
Suspicious cargo on board Increased analytical efficiency 
6 History, behavior and future 
projections 
Voyages and predicted 
courses 
Enables basic predictive 
analysis  
5 Multiple alternatives and analysis Ambiguity, uncertainty Direct evidence of certainty 
4 Degree of belief and pedigree Evidence, quality Direct information about 
quality 
3 Fused data and inferred beliefs Position, crew Synergistic improvement in 
situational awareness 
2 Caveats and simple metadata Sensor type, classification Indirect quality assessment 
1 
(lowest) 
Sensor system reports Automatic Information 
System (AIS) 
Reduced development costs 
for customers 
BEYOND MODELS OF TRACK 
 
It should be clear that there are many other 
pragmatic concerns and related concepts outside the 
range of those discussed here. Track is interesting 
for several reasons: (1) it’s an established, if 
informal, concept throughout the military; (2) new 
threats are expanding the types of mobile entities we 
wish to track; (3) sharing of intelligence sources for 
these types of tracks is already extremely poor, so 
that new aspirations require a new technical 
foundation; (4) Department of Defense and 
Department of Homeland Security leadership should 
readily understand the potential value of the Track as 
a paradigmatic focus for network-centric systems 
and the new emphasis on semantics and meta-
information.   
 
What other concepts might provide excellent focal 
points for similar efforts? The following brief list 
seems easy to justify as each concept is central to 
some key segment of the Federal Enterprise 
Architecture or defense systems: Human Resource; 
Employee; Contractor; Qualification Skill; 
Knowledge Unit; Health; Process; Prerequisite; 
Supply; Supplier; Transport; Target; Center of 
Gravity; Line of Communication; Health 
Maintenance; Disability; Repair; and Time-to-
Recovery. 
 
Each of these concepts occurs in many different 
government agency systems, and it would prove 
valuable to be able to share information across such 
systems as well as reduce the costs of implementing 
similar functions in different systems. In short, 
wherever we have communities of interest, we’ll 
find an overlap in pragmatic and semantic concerns. 
Each such overlap defines a target of opportunity for 
the suggested approach. 
 
RELATED RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 
 
A major emphasis in the worldwide web community 
and enlightened parts of government-sponsored 
programs these days is on the need for semantic 
representation and exploitation. The Semantic Web 
[Daconta et al., 2003] is a principal focus of the 
World-Wide Web Consortium (W3C). Their main 
objective is use well-understood ontologies 
(conceptual hierarchies) to annotate a wide variety of 
documents available on the web. These ontologies 
would be expressed in Extensible Markup Langauge 
(XML) and the corresponding semantic tags would 
be used to add “meta-data” to the text and data 
embedded in documents. New search methods would 
understand these tags and be able to make 
reasonable inferences about which annotated 
documents best address queries. DOD has already 
mandated that meta-data be added to describe all 
information bases [Wolfowitz, 2004]. 
 
Many efforts have been undertaken to develop 
models of relevance to military and defense 
applications. NIMA has the lead in DOD to develop 
standard geographic information models. The Open 
Geospatial Consortium12 has created the Open 
Geographic Information Systems standard for GIS 
abstract data types [ISO, 2004; OGC, 2005]. The 
NATO Multilateral Interoperability Programme 
(MIP) has created an entity-relationship model for 
command-control of (mostly) ground warfare [MIP, 
2006]. Tracks are common presentation types in 
most situation assessment and command-control 
database-centered systems. New initiatives in DOD 
are aimed at creating a powerful, general Joint Track 
Manager [Department of the Navy, 2005]. Many 
studies of the general fusion problem have led to a 
Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) four-level 
reference model describing different types of 
inference appropriate to combining information 
about military entities [White, 1988; Steinberg et al., 
1999]. This reference model has been the basis for 
generic architectures for fusion that could employ 
the type of Track model proposed here.  
 
In short, there are many pre-existing attempts to use 
an understanding of semantics and pragmatics of 
tracks in various systems and applications. Our 
challenge is to make explicit the important elements 
of such work so that we can manifest it in 
computationally interpretable semantic models. This 
will be a crucial step toward enabling systems of 
systems to interoperate and share this important kind 





Many defense, homeland security, and commercial 
security objectives require continuous tracking of 
mobile entities. We wish to share information among 
different tracking systems working in similar 
domains. To combine information from different 
sources, we will need a flexible framework that can 
tolerate and exploit data products from different 
systems, although these systems employ different 
representations and embody different assumptions. 
Our approach is to identify a rich semantic model of 
tracks that can support a wide variety of objectives 
related to information sharing. The semantic model 
is developed to play the role of a hub amidst a 
variety of translators. These translators implement 
conversions between available sources of 
information and the hub as well as between the hub 
and various viewers and editors used by human 
operators. In short, consumers get information that 
meets their needs by extracting it from relevant 
sources, translating it first into the hub and second 
                                                 
12 http://www.opengeospatial.org/ 
into the semantic system that the consumer requires. 
This approach allows us to achieve significant 
positive benefits incrementally and offers a vastly 
preferable alternative to other proposed approaches.  
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